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AN INTERVIEW WITH
WIM DEJONGHE & ANDREW BALLHEIMER

Given that 2018 was another year of record success for A&O, capped by
winning its sixth Most Innovative Law Firm in Europe title at the Financial Times
Innovative Lawyer Awards, Wim and Andrew could be forgiven for starting
to take it easy. Nothing could be further from the truth.

Now you’re two years into your respective terms, how is it going?

Is it easier now you have worked together for two years?

Wim: Is it only two years? As a leadership team, we’re having a lot of fun. Our

AB: It does get easier. Wim is ‘big picture’ and conceptual, and I like to get into

working relationship is very intense. There’s a lot happening at the moment, but

the detail. We tend to meet in the middle. We’re also both very ambitious for

it’s great to have a ‘partner in crime’. Frankly, you need one in an organisation

the firm. In the past, there were headlines in Legal Business of ‘Allen & Overly

like ours, where you have a lot of strong personalities.

Cautious’. These days, no one thinks Allen & Overy is too cautious any more.

Andrew: This is, of course, because our colleagues are passionate about the

WD: We both have the ambition to make sure that the next generation has the

business and the firm.

best platform possible. That makes life much harder. We could take it easy but
we’re wired in a different way! That means the firm may need to make some

WD: Yes, it comes from a very high level of emotional engagement, which

big decisions.

is a strength, but it doesn’t make leadership any easier. That’s a good thing
though – if people didn’t have that emotional engagement, you wouldn’t have

AB: We’ve worked hard to differentiate ourselves from our competitors. Our

such a strong and stable business.

network is more extensive than our peers’, innovation is a core strength now,
we’re ambitious for the future and we have the opportunity to pull ahead of

And what happens if you disagree?

our peer group.

AB: We shut the door and we talk. But it doesn’t happen very often.
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WD: Success over the last ten years is no guarantee for success for the next
ten years, so we need to continue to challenge the way we do business, look
at how we can improve and keep on driving in the right direction. That way, we
can build a better business for the next generation of partners and, equally,
for the clients, as well. That’s what I think is the definition of being advanced.

Last year you announced changes to the firm’s governance,
with the launch of the Executive Committee (ExCo),
Clients & Markets Group and regionalisation.
What has their impact been?
WD: The change has been positive. It’s an evolution, but I think we’re travelling
in the right direction. Some elements are more advanced than others. One good
example is regionalisation in Asia, where we’ve organised the Asian businesses
basically as one business, rather than by jurisdiction. They operate as a single
team across products, so if you’re doing M&A in Indonesia, the team could
comprise a partner from the Singapore office with an Indonesian associate on the
ground, helped by Australian trainees. It works really well and is highly efficient.

AB: ExCo has now introduced a new requirement. If a practice group fails
to put forward at least 30% female candidates for partnership consideration

AB: ExCo has been interesting. Historically, the central operational decision-

from 2021, they’ll be at risk of losing partnership slots. We recruit roughly equal

making body of the firm was the global practice group heads with the Senior

numbers of men and women, so there’s a good pool of potential, but clearly

and Managing Partners, almost all of whom emanated from London, so it felt

there’s a problem in converting them to partnership candidates.

very London-orientated and a bit tribal on occasion. ExCo, on the other hand,
has a practice group head from each of the four big practices together with four

WD: All partnership candidates (whether female or male) will of course still have

people from varying regions, and then the two of us. The regional overlay has

to pass the same tests on merit.

led to a much more nuanced approach in terms of the quality of the decisionmaking, which is in the best interests of the firm at large. It’s also 30% female

AB: There are other initiatives in place such as increased profiling of role

which has improved our decision-making.

models, and we’ve also introduced reverse mentoring. Both of us have been

Did you have a quota of women you wanted to be part
of ExCo?
WD: Yes, we wanted ExCo to be at least 30% female – the same as for the

involved in reverse mentoring – we’re on our second cohort. My first mentor
was a 28-year-old HR professional from Northern Ireland. Her perspective on
how the leadership team comes across in the firm and on the language we use
was very useful – it was a complete wake-up call.

independent partner directors on the board.

Ensuring more women progress into senior positions is proving
a significant challenge for law firms. How does A&O’s
recently refreshed gender strateg y try to address this?
WD: We’re not where we want to be on this and have a lot of initiatives to
address the issue. There’s no silver bullet, but we need to keep on moving the

WD: My first mentor was a Counsel with a working husband and two children.
She organises her life in a pretty clever way, but she still had a long list of things
that we could improve as well. In fact, I invited her on a partners’ diversity
away day and she came up with a lot of good ideas, most of which are now
part of our policy.

the world to discuss how they’re holding on to female talent and, where they

You’re also making strides in other areas of diversity:
LGBT+ with the progress of A&Out and the launch of
Race and Ethnicity@A&O Network. Where did all the
new initiatives come from?

aren’t, what the reasons are. We share best practice and learn from each other.

WD: A&Out has existed for a long time now and it works well. On LGBT+,

agenda forward. Driving for a more diverse partnership should not come from
just us – it needs to be owned by all the partners. Every six months, I get on
the phone with every office managing partner and practice group head around

there’s always more you can do, but it’s led by people who are really engaged
and who make it work. We have LGBT events with clients and there’s a lot
going on. For instance, we were delighted to be named as a Stonewall Top
Wim Dejonghe
Senior Partner;
A&O: 2001-present

Global Employer in 2018.
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Andrew Ballheimer
Global Managing Partner;
A&O: 1987-present

AB: We had a fantastic exhibition of LGBT in English art history over the last 100 years which
was organised at Tate Britain. Race is equally important, and we had a big event for our
Race and Ethnicity@A&O with Trevor MacDonald, the well-known British broadcaster speaking.
It was great.

Turning to results, 2018 was another year of great results.
What’s the driver of that success?
WD: Great management!
AB: Being a big improvement on my predecessor – although I’m totally held back by the senior
partner! Seriously though, it’s a series of things. It’s the breadth of our network of offices, the
quality of our people and our client focus. We provide an integrated offering with real client
alignment to serve the best interests of our clients. We’re at home in all jurisdictions while
also having an international offering. It’s now even more important to have that breadth, given
increasing protectionism around the world.
WD: That protectionism doesn’t mean that businesses will retrench to their home market though.
It just adds complexity and so, in a way, if you want to keep going as a global business you
probably have to go more local. A local presence in the market is a huge competitive advantage
compared with firms who have a fly-in, fly-out model.
AB: Another key part of the success is that while historically we tended to have some departments
which were stronger than others, now if you look at our M&A, Capital Markets, Banking and
Litigation practices, they’re equally strong. Our firm is much more hedged and balanced than most
others. In addition, we have our Advanced delivery businesses which are growing and generating
increasingly significant revenues. No other firms have that scale.
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“A future successful lawyer will
need more leadership skills.”
Wim Dejonghe

And what are your plans for growth?

AB: The banks are moving operations onto the continent, but at the moment it’s

WD: There are more things we could do to build out and increase the balance

more back office than anything else. To help them, we’ve set up BrexitMatrix,

of our firm. If you look at the emerging global elite, we have a smaller Litigation

which is a scheme to repaper outstanding documents and make them

practice and we’re light on U.S. capability in comparison. We have strengths

compliant with the new jurisdiction to which they’re moving.

that they might not have, such as better local presence, but the best firms
will have English, U.S. and local domestic law in the relevant markets, with a

WD: There are tens of thousands of contracts that then need to be compliant

balanced mix of finance, corporate and litigation work. No one has got there

in the law of the new EU member state jurisdiction. BrexitMatrix gives an

yet, but our main competitors are investing in whatever their relative weakness

escalated solution to solve the main part of the work with technology backed

is. We should do the same.

up by a document review team that does the next level of verification.

AB: On the competitive landscape, we’re probably the leading non-U.S. firm
now. There are three markets: the New York market, the international U.S.

To continue looking into the future, what skills will lawyers
need, and how is this addressed in your recruitment efforts?

market and the international non-U.S. market (where English law is prevalent).

WD: As well as being good lawyers, to be really successful they’ll need to have

The New York market is shrinking, and the two international markets are

insights in technology, big data and artificial intelligence (AI) – so it will help if

converging. A&O is at the forefront of the global firms in terms of ambition, focus

they have a scientific background. AI and tech are going to have an increasing

and execution, but there’s stiff competition with a number of the U.S. firms.

role in our industry and will change the legal model. Inevitably they’ll take

The pace and scope of financial regulation continues
to be challenging for your clients. What steps have
you taken to remain competitive?

‘process’ work such as due diligence and discovery away from junior lawyers.
With AI, in particular, the first draft of a document is done by a machine which

WD: We listen to our clients. They told us that they
didn’t just want legal advice – they wanted us to help
implement it, too. So we created the A&O Strategy
Group. Now, when we give clients legal advice on a
compliance matter, we can use our own management
consultants who we have recruited externally to roll
it out.
AB: We’re providing an integrated offering between
law and management consultancy. The consultants sit
within our regulatory team and work with the clients to
help them implement our advice.

Speaking of looking forwards, have you seen
the anticipated volume of work for Brexit?
WD: We’ve seen some work, with clients starting to
move from planning to implementation as we get closer
to Brexit itself. In particular, we have seen a very large
part of the funds industry work move to Luxembourg.
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“We need to evolve and
challenge ourselves all
the time. Complacency
kills the business.”
Andrew Ballheimer

can self-learn, improving its own drafting over time. These were the areas where
junior lawyers would cut their teeth, so we’ll have the additional challenge of
ensuring those lawyers get equivalent training.
AB: But using AI has huge benefit in that our lawyers can do more interesting
work. Part of the privilege of being at A&O is that it’s a scaled business, so we
have the balance of power to really embrace this opportunity.
As far as the lawyers themselves are concerned, 98% of our graduates have a
background in humanities and yet tech is increasingly important for our client
offering – look at BrexitMatrix. In fact, for its precursor, MarginMatrix, a couple
of our senior associates taught themselves to code, to bridge the gap between
law and IT. We have therefore launched ‘Advanced Delivery Graduate’ to help
us reach tech talent that we have historically struggled to attract.
WD: The other thing a successful lawyer of the future will need is more
leadership skills. They will need to be able to lead a team, lead client
relationships, understand where the market is going and what that means
for their practice. That is one of the reasons we have launched the A&O
leadership centre. We’re also delivering mini-MBAs to senior associates, an
annual programme for future leaders for the partnership and coaching for more
senior partners. We want to be the best at everything and that should include
leadership skills, not just legal skills.
AB: We need to evolve and challenge ourselves all the time. Complacency
kills the business.
WD: Success in the past is no guarantee for success in the future. This is what
we’ve been saying from the start.
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SELECTING THE LAWYER OF THE FUTURE

A window on
tomorrow
What kind of people will work in law firms in years to come?
What skills and qualities will set A&O’s new breed of lawyers apart?
And how will we attract them?

A

&O is thinking about the future.

lawyers; a specialist legal project management

The world is changing – perhaps

office; tech innovation space Fuse; and in mid-

more rapidly and significantly

2018, a new Markets Innovation Group to pilot legal

than at any time in the firm’s

technology developed by A&O.

88-year history – and A&O

“The ways we deliver legal services are going

is looking for people who can continue this

through profound changes,” says Hong Kong

progress and success.

partner Roger Lui. “The law is evolving quickly

Thinking about the evolving legal landscape is

to keep pace with how we live and work. Old

not new to A&O: in fact it was named 2018’s Most

structures are breaking down and the directions

Innovative Law Firm in Europe by the Financial

in which capital is flowing around the world

Times, winning the title for a record sixth time.

are changing.

Over the past two decades, the firm has

“If we want to stay at the cutting edge of legal

launched numerous ground-breaking initiatives:

services, we need the courage to continuously

aosphere back in 2001 to provide cross-border

assess whether our business is fit for purpose.

legal data; Peerpoint, its platform for consultant

Central to all this are people.”
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the right potential?”
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What skills/
attributes do
you think you will
need as a lawyer
of the future?

60%

42%

39%

39%

Greater technological
skills

A stronger personal
brand and network

Further non-legal
subject-matter
expertise

Greater commercial
awareness

Source: Allen & Overy (May 2018). The Future for Legal Talent, A major study into how
lawyers view their careers in a new world. Respondents were asked to select their top four.

The Lawyer of the Future
Roger is part of the team implementing the firm’s
Lawyer of the Future project to define the skills and

Roger Lui
Partner;
A&O: 1997-present

qualities A&O is looking for in its future lawyers, and
to frame the recruitment practices that will enable
A&O to attract and recruit these people globally.

A bolder brand and ambition

“Finding the lawyers of the future needs a broad,

A&O launched a new employer brand in 2017 to

long-term perspective,” says Roger. “We have to

make a bolder statement to the market globally.

ask ourselves how the work will be different in three,

The aim: to be the top legal employer in all target

five or ten years. What skills will be needed to do

markets – the law firm that the best people want to

that work? How do we identify people with the right

come and work for. Key to this is defining exactly

potential? And – importantly – how do we build an

what A&O is looking for in its lawyers around the

environment that offers the continuing opportunities

world, now and for the future.

and support needed to retain the best people?”

Sasha Hardman, global head of HR, says clients

Roger is clear that in the so-called ‘war for

“are increasingly looking for business advisors who

talent’, A&O is no longer just up against other law

just happen to be lawyers, to help them manage the

firms. Myriad legal services providers exist in the

growing volume of regulation and risk”.

market now, and A&O is also competing with top

At the same time, businesses are under ever

employers across the professions to make law

greater pressure to reduce legal spend, so people

stand out as an appealing career for a wider pool

who understand how technology can help solve

of graduates – from different academic as well as

some of these challenges for clients – as well

social and ethnic backgrounds.

as helping A&O to innovate and operate more

“That’s why”, says Roger, “we need a razor-sharp
employment proposition.”

efficiently – are in high demand.
“We’re recruiting for the future, not fitting people
to the model of the past,” she says.
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“Our new approaches are based on
real-life work scenarios submitted by
our own people, so are far more realistic
and predictive of performance.”
Recruitment that looks forward
In practical terms, this has seen A&O launch a new

Profile of a future A&O lawyer

approach to recruitment in 2018 to ensure the firm’s
ambitions translate to consistent practices around
the world.
Tarek Dawas, A&O’s global head of resourcing,
explains: “We knew some of the skills needed for
the future were different, but we had to define
exactly what was changing and what wasn’t.”
To pin down more specifically the skills A&O
wants in its lawyers of the future, Tarek worked
with the firm’s People & Performance Board to
debate (“very passionately,” he says) a long list of
attributes, and to decide which skills A&O needs its
future lawyers to have and which can be developed
once a person joins (see sidebar).
Defining these attributes has enabled A&O
to implement new recruitment approaches to
attract the right talent and assess candidates in
a consistent, structured way. In the process, A&O
became the first major law firm to use strengthbased interviewing and a situational judgement test.
These methods evaluate how candidates react
in a series of realistic scenarios that a new lawyer
may encounter. In this way, it’s possible to build
a more credible view of candidates’ potential and
working styles – how they think and deal with
critical incidents. “This helps us make better hiring

Tarek Dawas
Global Head of Resourcing;
A&O: 2016-present

The A&O lawyer of the future will be a multi-skilled, multitalented person who “just happens to be a lawyer”.
They will be business advisors, innovators, tech-savvy
relationship builders; academically broad-based, linguistically
nimble and culturally diverse.
“We’re not looking for ‘fit’, but for talent,” says Sasha
Hardman. “What we want are people with the right mindset
and potential.”
Tarek Dawas says there will be a greater emphasis on
technology awareness, innovation and resilience among
tomorrow’s recruits.
“We still need people who think creatively, have strong
attention to detail and, above all, are excellent technical
lawyers,” he says. “And of course building relationships
with clients is top of the list, so people will always need high
emotional intelligence, particularly as relationships now are
often being built virtually, across borders.”
Expertise relevant to clients’ businesses is important, so
A&O is recruiting more lawyers with scientific technology,
engineering and maths (STEM) backgrounds who bring
different perspectives to a profession dominated by law and
humanities. Says Sasha: “Having people from a wider range of
academic backgrounds – as well as social, cultural and ethnic
backgrounds – brings far greater diversity of thought.”
Around the world, she stresses, it’s not only graduates with
pure STEM degrees A&O is interested in. It’s people who’ve
studied relevant modules outside their main degree, or who
have interests in those areas outside of academic studies.
Language skills never go amiss. Asian languages such as
Mandarin are important, Sasha says, as Asia will be a growth
area in the future. “But also European languages – and ideally
people with a mix of both as they are much harder to come by.”
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decisions,” says Tarek, “as well as removing bias in
the recruitment process.”
The behavioural-based interviewing approaches
used up until now are “backwards-looking”,
Tarek explains, so can favour students from more
privileged backgrounds who are able to talk about the

“If we want to stay at the cutting
edge of legal services, we need to
continuously assess whether our
business is fit for purpose.”

experiences they have been able to enjoy which may
not have been available to others. Those methods
have been used for a long time, so candidates
are familiar with them, can anticipate the types of

The legal careers of the future

questions they’ll get and prepare their responses.

The third piece of the jigsaw – after defining the

“Our new approaches are based on real-life work

attributes of a lawyer of the future and reshaping

scenarios submitted by our own people, so are far

recruitment methods – is creating an environment

more realistic and predictive of performance. And

that attracts the kind of people A&O wants: being

for candidates who might not have had the same

a workplace where a broad, mixed group of people

opportunities to build up their CVs, these scenarios

can thrive and progress.

provide an opportunity to demonstrate how

A key element of this, confirmed by a major

they think and how they would deal with certain

piece of research by Peerpoint (see panel), lies in

situations,” Tarek says.

providing a wider range of career options within law

Says Sasha: “We won’t evolve and progress if

and making flexible working the norm.

we hire the same types of people from the same

To make it to senior positions within A&O,

backgrounds. It’s a key part of our employer brand

people still need to accumulate the same levels of

– that wherever you look at A&O you see different

experience, but the difference is that lawyers can

people and different perspectives being valued.”

now do it on their own timescales and with greater

Law, Sasha acknowledges, may not be the

flexibility, choices and opportunities along the way.

obvious career choice for people with STEM

“There will be a lot more fluidity in the legal

backgrounds, and in the market for high-achieving

careers of the future,” Sasha says. “Graduates

STEM graduates A&O is competing with a much

aren’t thinking so much about partnership when

broader range of professions.

they join now: they’re more interested in different

“So we’re out on university campuses, bringing
colleagues from Fuse (A&O’s tech innovation hub)

experiences and opportunities, and that’s a good
thing. That’s the mindset we want in our people.

on tour with us to show how developments in

“In return, we have to make sure we provide

technology and AI are dramatically changing the

those opportunities, as well as give people the

way we provide legal services. We’re showing

space to grow, leave and re-engage – at their own

STEM students that a career at A&O is not just

pace and in different ways.”

about law books,” she adds.
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RETAINING
TALENT
THROUGH
FLEXIBILITY

SELEC T ING THE L AW Y ER OF THE FU T URE

Peerpoint’s survey of more than 1,000

Where the future takes us

in-house, private practice and consultant

Thinking about the future, Roger is sure about one

lawyers found that the single most important

thing: “We have to have the courage to beat our

factor identified for career success was

own path in the recruitment market. We’ve never

achieving a fulfilling work/life balance.

been shy in doing that, but we have big ambitions

While most lawyers said they still love what

as a firm so we must have the confidence to

they do, many felt there weren’t enough

articulate the qualities we value and assess people

career options available.

in our own way.

A career is a marathon, not a sprint, says

“In some markets, we’re already there – we’re

Sasha Hardman. A&O is still focused on

already the top law firm for graduates and have

providing the best training and development

been for many years – but in other parts of the

for lawyers: indeed, the firm has teamed up

world, in newer markets for us, there’s more work

with Ulster University in Northern Ireland to

to do.”

introduce modules on legal technology and

So what will focusing on the lawyer of the future

innovation, and is developing an in-house

help A&O to achieve in the long term? What is the

course on legal technology for lawyers.

firm’s overall ambition?

“We want to make faster progress on

Roger is clear: “It’s quite simple. It’s to be fit

building a culture that supports flexible and

for purpose and for our people to have a sense

agile working across A&O,” she says, “and

of achievement and pride while they are with us,

we’re getting there. I wouldn’t have thought

and after.

five years ago that we could implement an

“We don’t know exactly what the world – or A&O

informal flexible working scheme (iFlex)

– will look like in ten years, so we need to have the

across every office, but we have. Our new IT

versatility, flexibility and mix of exceptional people

system, Verso, will support remote working

to be able to evolve in whatever direction the future

better too.”

takes us.”

It’s also equally important to show that
a career at A&O now looks very different
to what it was ten years ago. Sasha says:
“Law is no longer about progressing on a
linear career path with a fairly inflexible set
of options along the way.
“So many other options exist now:

Sasha Hardman
Global HR Director;
A&O: 2005-2011; 2015-present

aosphere, Peerpoint, project managing large
deals, focusing on technology in the Markets
Innovation Group – none of these routes
were available ten years ago. Our Advanced
delivery model can be the entry point for
people now, too.
“A&O is now more of an umbrella brand
with lots of different career paths.”
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BOOMERANGS

Back in
the fold
A&O welcomed back
365 ‘boomerangs’ in
three years. Surprised?
Boomerangs – the popular phrase for people returning
to an organisation after working elsewhere – represented
14-18% of global hires every year for A&O between 2015
and 2018. That’s far above the ‘gold standard’ of 10%
often cited in the HR industry.
It’s not a localised phenomenon either: 31 A&O offices
benefited from the return of those boomerangs. Clearly
something is bringing people back.
To get the inside story, we talked to four boomerangs
about why they left, why they’ve come back and
what’s changed at A&O in their time away.
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Katharine Aldridge
Senior Associate;
A&O: 2001-2013;
2018-present
Peerpoint: 2014-2018

K

atharine Aldridge is a senior associate
in the Real Estate department in
London. She left her fee-earning
role in 2009 to work part-time in the
Business Acceptance Unit and then

as a Knowledge Management lawyer. In 2013, she
left London and A&O, but returned to Peerpoint the
following year. She rejoined A&O in 2018.
There have been several milestones in my career
so far – getting a training contract with A&O; qualifying
into the Real Estate team; moving out of fee-earning
work – but the real turning point for me came in 2014.
I’d moved from London to Oxford the year before
and left A&O after 12 years. I presumed that living
quite far outside of London would make working
there too hard.
However, six months after we moved to Oxford,
I received an email from an A&O colleague in the
Knowledge Management team. She got in touch
through the Alumni Network to tell me about a new
platform A&O had launched, Peerpoint, which was
building a group of high-calibre consultant lawyers
to work on fixed-term assignments for both clients

I’m so pleased to be back working with colleagues

and A&O. I signed up straightaway.

across the firm and leading the big transactions

By this point in my career, I’d had four years

again – and I don’t think it would have been possible

of working part-time at A&O as well as time on

without Peerpoint. It kept my options open at a time

maternity leave. Being able to switch from fee-

when I thought I’d had to make a tough choice to

earning to in-house roles worked well for me while

step away from fee-earning. Without having worked

I had young children – and, professionally, managing

as a consultant, I would have been out of law for too

conflict challenges and keeping on top of legal

long to return as a senior associate.

developments gave me a valuable wider view of

“A lot of organisations talk about
flexibility but actually don’t offer
many options. I feel lucky to be
in a firm that has given me real
choices at every stage of my career.”
Katharine Aldridge

Being back in the London office, I don’t feel a
huge amount has changed. The restaurant – East

of my career – to go in-house part-time; become a

When I heard about Peerpoint, I felt this could be

One – has had a nice refurbishment but, other

consultant; and now be a senior associate again.

a turning point. I could get back to being a lawyer,

than that, it’s the same A&O: the same friendly

I couldn’t have planned all these stages but

while still balancing home life. It was the perfect

atmosphere, collegiate way of working and focus

I know that greater choice has given me greater

opportunity: I was able to do interesting, high level

on getting the job done well for clients.

control of my career in return for dedication and

the business.

work, mostly with colleagues I already knew in the
Real Estate team.

One change I have noticed, though, is a greater
support for flexible working patterns. I see more

Peerpoint allowed me to maintain my long-term

people – men and women – using iFlex (the informal

working relationships and stay up-to-date on the

flexible working scheme) as well as having formal

law and market practices. I didn’t need to travel to

arrangements, like me.

London much as everything about Peerpoint is set
up for flexible working.

This clearly makes sense. It’s sometimes more
efficient to work at home than being in an office five

Four years on, I rejoined the Real Estate team

days a week, and technology makes this possible.

in London as a senior associate. I work four days

I get the sense A&O is ahead of the curve on this

a week, one from home, so it’s a manageable

within the legal sector.

balance. It can be challenging, but it works as long

A lot of organisations talk about flexibility but

as you’re well organised and have a strong team

actually don’t offer many options. I feel lucky to be in

around you, which I do.

a firm that has given me real choices at every stage
T H E CH A NGING FACE O F L AW
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“Little has changed in my team apart
from a couple of associates moving
elsewhere in the A&O network.
That’s a real reflection of our culture.”
Simon Huxley
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Simon Huxley
Partner;
A&O: 2010-2016;
2018-present

imon Huxley is a partner in the Energy

I joined DLA Piper as a partner in 2016. It was a

and Resources team in Sydney,

great opportunity and I’ll be forever grateful for my

specialising in clean energy and

time there. I worked with some fantastic partners

emission reduction projects. He left

and still call a number of them good friends and

A&O in 2016 and returned in 2018.

mentors. Stepping out of the security of A&O into

I first joined A&O as a senior associate in
Singapore. I’d been working in London since 2007,

the unknown of leading a practice in a new firm was
a great challenge that can’t be overstated.

with a focus on renewable energy and carbon

However, leaving highlighted for me what A&O

trading, and was keen to broaden my experience

does so well. It was the culture and nature of the

into conventional energy and infrastructure. I was

work I missed the most. Collaboration between

considering opportunities across Asia and the

our people, offices and practice groups is part

Middle East and jumped at an opportunity to join

of the DNA here and is so important to our value

A&O in Singapore when it arose.

proposition for clients. It ensures we’re comfortable

I was incredibly impressed with the whole A&O
package. The global footprint, professionalism and

proposing teams entirely tailored around the needs
of our clients rather than the needs of the firm.

quality stood out. Joining the Projects team in Asia

I’d continued my friendships with Adam

was fantastic – immediately there was a larger deal

Stapledon (Head of Projects in Sydney) and various

flow and I felt part of a cohesive regional practice.

other A&O partners after I left. I think we were all

I remember being in a client meeting in my

feeling it would make sense to join forces again –

first week and listening to Banking partner Jason

we were good friends and had so many common

Humphreys explain to the client that we were

contacts and complementary skills – but there was

entirely flexible about where the deal was run:

also a dose of pride preventing us from tackling

A&O could offer a team based in Jakarta, Tokyo

the subject! We’d ask each other over a few beers

or Singapore. It sounds so simple but I was used

how things were going with work and we’d all say:

to partners excluding others to hold on to work

‘Great!’ It was only when I started progressing

– not actively promoting colleagues. Being in an

discussions with another firm that Adam and

environment where partners were comfortable

I talked openly about my returning to A&O.

letting clients choose the solutions that worked
best was refreshing.

Coming back has felt like returning home. Little
has changed in my team apart from a couple of

Not long after I arrived in Singapore, A&O

associates moving elsewhere in the A&O network.

opened its offices in Australia and I started working

That’s a real reflection of our culture. Stability and

across the Corporate and Project Finance practices

strong relationships are what allow a collaborative

in Sydney, Perth, Singapore, Tokyo and Jakarta.

environment to flourish – but I’ve realised it’s not

Over time, the pull of family and friends meant that

easy to achieve.

I relocated back home to Sydney with A&O, but

Looking at the future for our team, we’re focused

I continued to work in the same way across large

on integrating ourselves even more fully within the

Asian project finance transactions.

Asia Pacific region. Multilingual skills are becoming

Leaving A&O was the hardest career decision

more important – European as well as key Asian

I’ve ever made. The longer I spent at A&O, the more

languages such as Japanese, Korean and Mandarin

I realised how much I valued the culture of

– and we also want to attract lawyers with STEM

collaboration and the diversity of people and work

backgrounds as it boosts our sector expertise.

I was exposed to. I’d been promoted to counsel but

Most importantly, we’re about finding people who

had also received a number of partnership offers from

can build relationships – brilliant lawyers, of course,

various firms. Ultimately, my ambition took hold and

but the days of hiring bookish specialists are gone.

I felt it was necessary to test myself in the market as a
partner sooner than the time frame available at A&O.
T H E CH A NGING FACE O F L AW
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aul Burns is a partner in New York

of becoming as expert as you can on any given

specialising in M&A and general

topic in the time available, negotiating the best deal

corporate matters. He has been

possible and going with your gut.

general counsel at several large

My decision to return to a law firm was specifically

companies and rejoined A&O for the

about A&O. I’d been offered opportunities with other

second time in 2017.

firms but didn’t seriously consider them. At A&O,

I’ve been lucky to have had more opportunities in

I trusted and respected the people, and I could see

my career than I might have anticipated as a young

the firm had continued to grow in strength, both in

associate 20 years ago. I’m so glad to be back at

the Corporate department and in its broader profile

A&O after having had several general counsel roles

and geographical coverage. Equally, I had a good

within big corporates, as well as a COO role at an

feeling about the leadership.

energy company.

When I returned to A&O in 2015, the U.S.

A little more than a decade into my career in

practice had obviously developed, particularly

law – at Cravath and A&O in both New York and

with the office in Washington D.C. I also recognised

London – I decided to move into a general counsel

A&O’s emphasis on leadership and values – things

role. I’d always been curious about how different

I didn’t realise I cared about until my experiences in

it would feel to be on the other end of the lawyer-

the corporate world showed me their importance.

client relationship.

I left A&O again briefly because a client asked

What I learned was that you’re more of

me to help out. It was a decision taken with my

a generalist in-house; part of a business team.

team and we felt it was a good opportunity:

As general counsel, you advise on such a wide

I could genuinely help the client and perhaps also

variety of issues that you gain breadth, but perhaps

be helpful to A&O. Even then, I had in mind the

at the expense of depth. For instance, in my pharma

possibility of returning to A&O. Workplaces are

role, I was dealing with issues of compliance,

increasingly fluid so I wouldn’t be surprised if we

ethics, corporate charity and medical trials, as well

see more of this in the future.

as straightforward legal issues.

Being back at A&O, it strikes me how focused

Questions around business practices and

we are on being at the forefront of changes to

commercial decision-making were especially

the provision of legal services in the future. I see

interesting to me – for instance, how do you price

major developments in flexible staffing, the role of

something or decide what business opportunity to

technology and AI, as well as sector specialisms. In all

pursue? By great luck I was given the chance to

these areas, we’re pushing ourselves to do more –

take on a COO role in a relatively young field. There

before clients have to – which shows authentic vision.

I discovered that, as with most things, it’s a case

I also see a greater determination to recruit
and promote people from different backgrounds.
If we don’t, we’ll be missing out on a significant
talent pool – it’s like we’ll be in a room talking to
ourselves and we won’t really know the full world
that’s out there.
Making decisions and moving forward in life
always involve challenges. I’ve learned that you
have to be clear on what you want from your career
and your life, test your thinking with people who
know you, and – importantly – recognise there’s no
such thing as a perfect decision. Information and
perspective is always limited, but, whatever you do,
you have to take a step forward.
I’m excited to be back at a place with the kind of
people and potential that A&O has.

Paul Burns
Partner;
A&O: 2001-2007;
2015; 2017-present
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“I trusted and respected
the people, and I could see
the firm had continued
to grow in strength.”
Paul Burns
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“The firm’s approach to flexible
working has moved on a lot,
which is a positive thing.”
Oonagh Harrison
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Oonagh Harrison
Senior Professional
Support Lawyer for Brexit;
A&O: 2012-2016;
2018-present

onagh

Senior

parts of the financial services industry. I stayed at

Professional Support Lawyer (PSL).

Harrison

is

a

the commission for eight months before returning

She left A&O in 2016 but returned at

to A&O.

the start of 2018 to take up the role

In 2016, my family and I decided we would

of specialist Brexit PSL.

relocate to Cheltenham so I left A&O to take up

If someone had asked me at the start of my

a training and know-how role at Osborne Clarke,

career what I’d be doing now, I wouldn’t have said

with the aim of moving to its Bristol office when

this! I couldn’t have predicted I’d be advising on the

we relocated. My time at A&O gave me a lot of

process of Britain leaving the EU and the enormous

confidence to pick up any new financial services

impact it will have on A&O and our clients. It’s a

legislation and get stuck in, but I quickly missed the

While many things are familiar back at A&O, I’ve

fascinating role and a one-off opportunity that I’m

clients and team. I’d stayed in touch with friends at

definitely noticed some changes. The firm’s

glad I returned for.

the firm and around a year later made the decision

approach to flexible working has moved on a

to ask if I could return.

lot, which is a positive thing. The launch of Fuse

I first joined A&O in 2012 as a senior PSL. I’d
been a senior lawyer in a global bank before that,

I’m so happy to be back at A&O but I also don’t

(the tech innovation space in London) is also an

and was drawn to the incredible reputation of A&O’s

regret leaving. The experience has taught me that

exciting development and shows we’re serious

Financial Services Regulation team.

it’s okay to admit a career choice wasn’t the right

about understanding and investing in the future of

one. In good organisations, options are still open

the legal industry in different ways. I’m glad to be

after you’ve left.

a part of it.

I’d been in the team for only a couple of weeks
when Bob Penn, one of the regulatory partners,
came into my office and said: “I’ve been approached
about a great opportunity… would you be keen?”

Having that time away made me think about
what I wanted from my career, especially now my

Bob had recently given evidence to the UK

children are getting older. I’m not sure I would have

Parliamentary Commission on Banking Standards,

done that if I hadn’t experienced a know-how role

which, following the financial crisis, was appointed

elsewhere. A&O provides an amazing platform for

by both Houses of Parliament to consider and

the PSL role and you have the chance to grab some

report on the professional standards and culture

incredible opportunities.

of the UK banking sector. The commission needed

It’s an interesting time for know-how lawyers.

extra legal resource so, just a few weeks after

Given the onslaught of new legislation across so

joining A&O, I found myself seconded there.

many areas, we all need to be able to adapt and
	Remember Simon, Katharine, Paul

It was an eye-opening experience to see the

pick up new skills. The key will be in developing

inner workings of Parliament and, as it turns out,

ways of delivering up-to-date, client-tailored

or Oonagh? Reconnect with them

incredibly useful for my role now. It also helped

know-how through a range of media that keeps

using the member directory at

me develop some great contacts across different

audiences engaged.

allenovery.com/alumni.
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THE A&O MENTORING PROGRAMME

“In my view,
mentoring is a
necessity in making
yourself better at
the job you do.”
Facts and figures

The A&O Mentoring Programme

++ A&O Mentoring Programme launched in 2014

The A&O Mentoring Programme is one of the ways we support

++ One workshop per year

interaction and the exchange of ideas and expertise between

++ More than 60 mentors across the global network

members of the A&O community. It is open to all members of

++ More than 70 active pairings

our Alumni Network, both alumni and current partners and staff.

++ A&O Advisory Service launched in 2018
As a participant, you can choose to mentor or be mentored by
someone outside your own organisation. This allows both parties
to benefit from a fresh perspective – with the added bonus of both
having experience and understanding of the A&O culture.
The Alumni Network website hosts information on the programme.
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Belfast
London
Paris

Amsterdam
Hamburg
Düsseldorf
Brussels
Frankfurt
Luxembourg

Madrid

New York
Shanghai

Dubai

Bangkok
Hong Kong

Johannesburg
Sydney

Where our mentors are located

Why should I have a mentor?

You can work together through a combination of face-to-

Mentoring offers a confidential environment in which you can

face meetings (if possible), Skype sessions, telephone calls

To get involved

discuss issues and explore solutions. Using their experience,

and emails.

as a mentor,

a mentor can help you address professional challenges, offer

mentee or

guidance and support, suggest networking opportunities or

How can I become a mentor?

panellist, visit

even just be a sounding board for ideas.

You don’t need formal training to be a mentor: you just need

the Alumni

to enjoy talking to people and have an interest in nurturing

Network website

You need to be prepared to invest time in the programme. It

someone else’s potential. Full guidance and resources will be

mentoring pages

can be as little as one hour a month or as much as you can

provided by the Alumni team.

for full details,

both afford and feel comfortable with, over a period of around
12 months.

or contact the

What is the A&O Advisory Service?

Alumni team

If you’re looking for careers advice, but don’t need the

for guidance.

Who can I approach to mentor me?

relationship commitment of a mentor, the A&O Advisory

The profiles of more than 60 potential mentors are listed on

Service offers you the opportunity to have a one-off call or

the Alumni Network website; they include current A&O people

meeting with one of our panellists.

and alumni with varying skills and experience. The Alumni team
will approach your chosen mentor on your behalf in the first

View the profiles of our panellists on the Alumni Network

instance. If you feel they are not the right fit, we can approach

website and email your preferred panellist direct to set up

someone else.

a mutually convenient time to talk.
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SPOTLIGHT ON:

Going with the flow
Markets are evolving fast and probably no more so than in Asia. Law firms are having to adjust accordingly, attracted by the
greater opportunities but at the same time needing to structure their operations in line with the risks and potential rewards
that follow. Allen & Overy’s Hong Kong and Tokyo offices both marked their 30th anniversary in 2018. While the offices
enjoy the benefits of a long presence in each city, the key to success has been their ability to adapt to market drivers.

Servicing the China market

A&O has taken full advantage of the opportunity for

Although A&O set up its Hong Kong office later

China’s inexorable rise and the transformation

legal services in China and in China-related work.

than some of its main competitors, the firm has

of its economy is the principal development that

The Hong Kong office, together with Beijing and

nevertheless established a leading reputation in the

has shaped the Hong Kong practice over the last

Shanghai, make up the firm’s integrated Greater

firm’s main practice areas – Banking, Corporate,

ten years. The massive Belt and Road Initiative,

China practice. Most of the lawyers working in the

ICM and Litigation. The office has also evolved and

estimated to involve around USD1 trillion of Chinese

Greater China practice are trilingual, working in

adapted to the needs of the market to a greater

investments and loans in major infrastructure

Mandarin and Cantonese as well as English.

extent than its competitors. “The only thing that

projects around the globe, is evidence of China’s

“It is absolutely essential that we have multilingual

growing economic influence. This is leading to

and culturally-attuned lawyers to be able to serve

multiple areas of work for A&O including general

the China market, and we do,” says Vicki Liu, who

financing, project financing and M&A.

heads the firm’s Hong Kong office.
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hasn’t changed in 30 years is the A&O office
location,” Vicki notes.
Driving that change has been the firm’s need to
reposition itself as markets developed. This has

SPO TLIGHT ON: HONG KONG

The right people for the job

meant expanding its range of clients. “We continue

bring a wider perspective of the market and the

to act for what you might call our traditional clients,

advanced knowledge of transactions.

such as the global banks and debt providers,”

“Reflecting the changing world of business,

says Vicki. “To those we have added Chinese

in which businesses have to manage a growing

banks, which are financing infrastructure projects

assortment of political, economic, social,

and outbound Chinese investments, and Chinese

environmental and regulatory risks, the best

private equity funds and alternative credit providers.

lawyers offer a global perspective which clients will

Finally, we are acting for more and more privately

not have,” she says. “Our capability to manage the

owned Chinese companies.”

most complex, cross-border transactions involving

This places a premium not just on the firm’s

multiple jurisdictions is where we add real value.”

lawyers being multilingual but also on having a deep

These skills are likely to become even

understanding of the Chinese legal, regulatory and

more important. Vicki anticipates an ever-

commercial environment.

growing engagement with Chinese enterprises

Doing business in China remains challenging
for many, which is where that local knowledge
is invaluable. Equally, knowing how international

and building further capability to serve Chinese
outbound investments.

business works is of great assistance to those

Success with Peerpoint

Chinese businesses lending, operating or investing

The office has prioritised shaping the resourcing

in other jurisdictions.

model to meet this client need while harnessing the

Vicki recognises it is hard for external law

local market for talent. Hong Kong was the firm’s

firms to match the in-house person’s depth of

second office to introduce Peerpoint as an option

understanding of the business, but says A&O can

for clients, and it has been a great success. “Other
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The changing legal environment
underlines the need to find people with
the right skills through ‘smart’ recruitment,
and using A&O’s international network to
give them opportunities to develop.
Yvonne Lau, who started as a PA for
the Hong Kong managing partner and has
had time working with Baker McKenzie,
is now Senior HR Manager in Hong Kong.
She says one of the key considerations
when recruiting is to involve the lawyers
in the different practice areas in the
process “which helps to ensure a greater
propensity of the right candidates and
better integration”.
In Japan where our clients are
essentially interested in the firepower of
the global network, A&O’s Tokyo office has
a regular rota of visitors and exchanges
from across the network. This has recently
included lawyers from Johannesburg and
Amsterdam as well as a Business Support
manager from London.
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Man Mo Temple

firms have similar schemes, but we believe we

“That means we have to have an excellent

make better use of our consultants who are more

understanding of clients’ businesses and also good

suited to clients’ requirements,” says Vicki.

relationships with the authorities in every jurisdiction

“It’s proving very popular in the market, too: we are
establishing a very powerful network of consultants.”
The business world is also placing “a heightened
importance” on the role that lawyers can fulfil.

where decisions are being made, for example on

Vicki Liu
Partner;
A&O: 1994-present

anti-trust or regulatory approvals.
“We are commercial advisers. I prefer the term
‘true’ adviser to ‘trusted’ adviser, myself.”

“Very rarely do clients just want us to draw up

It’s a view shared by A&O alumna-turned-client

documents; they want our views on the likelihood

Kate Fewings, now APAC Regional General Counsel

of things happening, our experience of other deals

for Citi based in Hong Kong. Kate joined A&O’s

in many jurisdictions, which way regulators will

Singapore office in 1996, learning the complexities

jump,” she adds.

of capital markets under the tutelage of Andrew
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Yvonne Lau
Senior HR Manager;
A&O: 1994-2007;
2010-present

SPO TLIGHT ON: HONG KONG

Diversity and a global face

Harrow. She also worked in the London, Tokyo and
Hong Kong offices before joining Citi in 2004.
Kate believes lawyers require a broad range

A further point of differentiation is the
focus on diversity where the Hong Kong
and Tokyo offices are clearly committed
to creating an inclusive culture.
The Hong Kong office has been
proactive in its support of female
lawyers and involved in various
initiatives to support LGBT+ inclusion
– 32% of partners in Hong Kong are
female, which helps provide some
great role models for our junior people.
The talent pipeline in Tokyo is
following the same trend, and A&O’s
office there may well be our most
international, with 17 nationalities
accounted for, combining skills and
talent from all continents.
And it’s not just their own diversity.
The Hong Kong office played a major
role in supporting a legal challenge to
the immigration rules in Hong Kong
relating to the issuance of dependent
visas to same-sex spouses. This
resulted in a landmark ruling by the
Court of Final Appeal that upheld
the right of all people in Hong Kong,
regardless of sexual orientation,
to obtain dependent visas for their
spouses to live and work in Hong Kong.

of skills, whether they work in-house or in private

“People talk about ‘trusted’
advisers, but I prefer the idea
of being a ‘true’ adviser.”

practice. “We cannot just focus on the law,” she
says. “Our advice needs always to be set in the
wider commercial context, which means absorbing
a whole host of other considerations.
“Take the growing power of artificial intelligence
(AI), when I started out in law, there was no such
thing. Now, with growing use of AI, clients may not
be prepared to pay for things that can easily and
effectively be automated, and law firms are investing
in technology to deliver these legal services.
“Working directly for the different businesses
within Citi provides a constant stream of
interesting challenges. The more you get to
know the businesses, the more interesting the

Kate Fewings
APAC Regional
General Counsel, Citi;
A&O: 1994-2004

work becomes.”

The Big Buddha, Ngong Ping
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SPOTLIGHT ON:

Blossoming with the Japanese economy
The Japanese economy has been enjoying a resurgence, especially in the past five years. The Financial Times says real
GDP per head in Japan grew faster during this period than in any of the other major economies. It has been a major
financier of projects around the world, and Japanese companies have been investing overseas for many years.
A&O was quick off the mark to open in Japan when

Repositioning after the global financial crisis,

by bengoshi (Japanese lawyers) many of whom

bar regulations changed in 1987 to allow foreign

the office focused more on projects and project

have trained with, and gained experience in, those

law firms to open offices in the Japanese capital.

finance and less on capital markets, and, under

same international law firms.

It benefits from its long-standing presence in the

the leadership of Matthias and Scott Neilson, the

market. “Going forward,” says Matthias Voss,

team has continued to go from strength to strength,

head of both the Tokyo and Seoul offices, “we are

maintaining its No 1 slot in the market.

looking to further build on our leading reputation
in the market.”
Reflecting the changing business environment and
priorities, the Japanese legal market has also been
undergoing repeated change, requiring international
law firms to adapt their operational model.

Overall, the market has become more
sophisticated and is highly competitive.
To meet this challenge, Matthias says another

With corporate partner Nick Wall’s joining to work

focus in the coming years is growing a larger

alongside partner Osamu Ito, the firm has also been

bengoshi team. “That fits squarely with the A&O

developing a leading Corporate and M&A practice,

strategy of combining our global network and

now ranked as top tier by leading directories.

capability with having the best local resources

One relatively recent development is the
growing competition from local law firms formed
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and knowledge, serving both our inbound and
outbound practices,” she adds.

SPO TLIGHT ON: T OK YO

Onus on big firms

Business acumen, he says, will be crucial for

Teruma Naito is an A&O alumnus and now Head of

lawyers of the future. When Nokia recruits for

Legal and Compliance, Nokia, Japan – and a client.

its legal section, the candidates go through six

“For businesses like ours, being able to pick and

interviews, including those within the business

choose from more firms is good news,” he says. “It

teams, to establish their business understanding.

puts the onus on the big international firms, such as

In addition, Teruma looks for lawyers who are

A&O, to demonstrate why and how they are better.”

adaptable and willing to learn new areas of law.

Teruma trained with A&O in London and qualified

“I knew little about end-to-end mobile network

as an English lawyer in 2004. He moved to Japan

and solutions before I moved to Nokia, but

in 2006, where initially he worked as a consultant

I have enjoyed mastering the laws and regulations

for the registration of a number of World Heritage

surrounding that business,” he says. “The speed in

sites in Japan. He returned to A&O in 2010 as a

which technology is being developed far outpaces

banking lawyer in the firm’s Tokyo offices before

the existing laws and regulations and you are faced

moving in 2018 to his current role where he heads

with a huge range of different scenarios, often

the legal and compliance team and is part of the

involving other laws. You have to be prepared to take

management at Nokia Japan.

them on, understand them quickly and then deliver

As he says, moving in-house is a big change

clear, unequivocal advice to your internal clients.”

from private practice. “There is not the same

Successful law firms of the future will need to

support and infrastructure, but, against that, you

incorporate the power and potential of artificial

have the involvement in the business decisions, the

intelligence (AI). “AI offers huge scope for delivering

chance to see deals and matters through from start

legal services more efficiently and cost-effectively,

and finish, and the variety.”

and, with the constant pressure on us to keep
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‘One firm’ approach wins clients over

Differentiation from your competitors is
important when many firms are chasing
the same Asian business. A key point
for A&O – and the offices – is the firm’s
high level of integration. For example,
the Tokyo and Seoul offices essentially
operate as one, notes Matthias Voss,
head of both the Tokyo and Seoul offices.
“We have a genuinely integrated
global team in a global network that
is without match,” he says. “Clients
often comment that presenting them
with one cohesive team really assists.”
Vicki Liu says A&O’s APAC offices are
integrated to such an extent that people
are encouraged to think of themselves
as working not in one particular office
but across the region.
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Shibuya crossing, Tokyo

our legal spend as low as we can, this is very

approach to dealing with one another exist in all

important,” he says.

the offices with which I have had dealings.”

However, that technology needs to be harnessed

He sees his former colleagues often, which is

and will never replace the knowledge, experience

helped by the fact that his current office is just three

and judgment that humans bring. “The analogy

floors above A&O’s office in Tokyo: “I often take the

I like to use is of the hybrid car – law firms need to

emergency stairs down three flights to share a meal

combine the two sources of energy!”

or have a beer with the A&O people. It feels very

Teruma says the A&O culture, which he has

natural, like I never left.”

experienced both inside and outside the firm,
is striking. “You feel that A&O wants to create a
great place to work,” he says. “The core values
of collegiality, teamwork and a non-hierarchical
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Matthias Voss
Partner;
A&O: 1997-present

Teruma Naito
Head of Capital Legal
and Capital Compliance,
Nokia, Japan;
A&O: 2002-2006;
2010-2018

SPO TLIGHT ON: T OK YO

“Our people are encouraged
to think of themselves as
working not in one particular
office but across the region.”

Highlight deals

Cherry blossoms, Meguro River, Tokyo

17

nationalities are accounted for
in the Tokyo office, making it the
most international of A&O offices

++ Advised the lenders (including
policy banks, commercial banks
and export credit agencies) on the
development and project financing
of the Coral South Floating LNG
(FLNG) project in Mozambique. The
USD5 billion deal is the first project
financing for an FLNG development
anywhere in the world,
Mozambique’s first LNG project,
and Africa’s largest ever project
financing. The Allen & Overy team
was led by Ian Ingram-Johnson
from Dubai, Scott Neilson from
Tokyo and Jean Lee from Seoul.
++ Advised China Ping An Insurance
Overseas, a member of the Ping An
Insurance Group, on its USD90.9m
co-investment in a fund sponsored
by Vista Equity Partners as part
of its acquisition of D+H Corp by
Misys to create Finastra, one of the
world’s largest fintech businesses.
++ Advised Kirin Holdings Company
on the USD706m disposal of its
wholly-owned Brazilian subsidiary,
Brasil Kirin to Heineken subsidiary
Bavaria S.A. This complex
transaction enabled Kirin to
successfully exit a complicated
market that has suffered a
prolonged recession. Additionally,
A&O advised Asahi on its
EUR2.55bn acquisition of Peroni,
Grolsch and Meantime. These
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landmark deals illustrate the firm’s
ability to successfully advise on all
aspects of the M&A lifecycle.
++ Advised the joint lead managers on
the first US-dollar bond issuance by
the People’s Republic of China since
2004. The A&O team across Greater
China, led by Agnes Tsang in Hong
Kong and supported by Jane
Jiang in Shanghai, advised Bank of
China, Bank of Communications,
Agricultural Bank of China, China
Construction Bank, CICC, Citigroup,
Deutsche Bank, HSBC, ICBC and
Standard Chartered Bank.
++ Advised Morgan Stanley as
the mandated lead arranger of
the senior bonds on a bespoke
real estate bond financing for a
consortium of buyers through its
special purpose vehicle, C.H.M.T.
Peaceful Development Asia
Property Limited. Proceeds of
the bonds funded the landmark
acquisition of The Center, one of
Hong Kong’s prime commercial
buildings located in the city’s
business district. Stephen Miller
and Roger Lui, who led the team,
commented that the deal involved
lawyers from the office’s Banking,
Capital Markets, Derivatives and
Structured Finance, Real Estate
Finance and Regulatory practices.
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Peerpoint
at five

From the germ of an idea, Peerpoint has grown in just
five years into a formidable business, offering lawyers
new ways of working and progressing in their careers.
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I

and took on my first assignment in structured

f there were any doubts how rapidly attitudes
to employment in the legal profession have

David Smith
Peerpoint Consultant,
London

changed, a ground-breaking and substantial
piece of research in 2018 should have laid

finance with a major bank.
I love the freedom that comes with
consultancy to get on with the job and, while
you need a level of flexibility, the reward is

them to rest.

Commissioned by Peerpoint, Allen & Overy’s

greater experience through increased exposure

international platform for consultant lawyers, the

to different organisations, contracts, projects

report – The Future for Legal Talent – canvassed

and people. New and different roles, such

the views of more than 1,000 lawyers at all levels

as moving across to the buy-side, are much

across the industry, as well as law students.

more accessible when you’re a consultant,
which means lots of opportunities to broaden

It painted a picture of an industry undergoing

your skillset.

profound change, propelled by the disruptive

I’ve enjoyed returning to the familiarity

effects of technology, new business models and,
above all, by demands from lawyers for new ways

I trained and qualified with Allen & Overy and

of A&O, with its on-going support network

of working and progressing in their careers.

spent seven years working within Capital

and regular feedback meetings. The great

The survey found that while a resounding 74% of

Markets and Corporate law, before being

thing about consultancy is that it can be very

lawyers were happy with their choice of profession,

seconded to a bank. I enjoyed he lifestyle

similar to working in-house. I work full-time on

a surprisingly high number admitted to being

of working in-house and I continued in this|

high-calibre projects. It just requires a slightly

frustrated with conventional career paths.

direction for 20 years. I joined the Peerpoint

different mindset.

A good work/life balance was the top priority for

panel in search of a new professional challenge

many – and they were prepared to sacrifice both
income and seniority to achieve it.
The report also found consulting had entered the

a trainee, qualifying and moving up the ranks to

elite law firm had considered doing it,” he says.

mainstream, with more than a third of respondents

perhaps, one day, make partner. Some might

“Including Peerpoint in a portfolio of other A&O

saying they had considered working as a consultant

sidestep into a knowledge management or counsel

Advanced Delivery initiatives, and integrated with

lawyer and more than half saying they would

role; others might opt to go in-house. For those

the wider firm, is where the innovation lies.”

recommend consulting to a friend.

most dissatisfied with this ‘monoline’ process

In five years, Peerpoint has grown from that germ

of progression, it could often mean leaving the

of an idea into a business now achieving significant

law altogether.

revenues and making a net contribution to the firm.

It’s a picture that would have been unimaginable
only a few years ago.
This is the fast-changing backdrop against
which Peerpoint has come of age, reaching its fifth
birthday in October 2018.

Five years ago, it was almost unheard of to find
consultant lawyers working within A&O.
There were three trailblazers, however: all

Today, Peerpoint has a panel of more than 300
consultants, with some 230 in the UK, around 20
in Amsterdam and 70 across Asia.

In that time it has grown from scratch into a

working mothers who stepped in at busy times to

vibrant international business with an expanding

boost the resources of the Banking practice, much

A cautious testing of the water

presence across the UK, parts of continental

as Peerpoint consultants might do today.

The first steps on that journey of growth were,

Ben had just finished setting up A&O’s Legal

necessarily, tentative. This was new territory

Services Centre (LSC) in Belfast and was looking

and predicting the potential size of a market that

at a range of new business improvement ideas.

scarcely existed was tricky. Much of the early focus

Ben Williams was one of the main architects of

Consulting was one of them, and the work of these

was on risk.

Peerpoint and is now its managing director. Looking

three highly qualified lawyers naturally caught

back over those five years, he finds it unsurprising,

his eye.

Europe, Hong Kong, Singapore and Australia.

From small beginnings

but encouraging, how quickly consulting has
taken hold.
It was an employment model he was familiar with

Would Peerpoint cannibalise A&O’s main
business? Would it be possible to find enough

“We could see it seemed to work well for A&O

lawyers willing to leap into the relative unknown

and for the lawyers. And clients didn’t seem to

to build a business of sufficient size? If consulting

mind,” he says.

were such an attractive option, would a whole

from his years in HR, focusing on technology and

“Wim Dejonghe (then global managing partner)

host of associates quit the firm and opt for this

business improvement. In these areas, as in many

and I talked about it in passing and we started to

way of working instead? Would clients see this

others, consulting has long been commonplace.

wonder whether it was scalable. That’s the piece

as a cheaper option and push for discounts more

of work that became Peerpoint.”

widely? What about conflicts of interest?

“To me, it was always a bit weird that it had such
a low profile in the legal profession,” he says.
Here the traditional paths to career progression
held sway.
For most lawyers that meant joining a firm as

Ben is reluctant to call the launch of Peerpoint

Many of those potential risks proved illusory.

pioneering. A small number of consultant lawyer

“I have a presentation from those early days and

businesses were already in the market.

it makes me laugh when I look at it now,” says

“But this was the first time a top-tier global
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Ben. “At least 50% of the slide deck is about risks
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and how we planned to mitigate them. In reality,

Towards the end of that year, Richard Punt,

Today, 70% of Peerpoint lawyers are working client-

only about two or three of them turned out to be

previously managing partner for clients and markets

side rather than on internal A&O assignments.

real. The rest were hypothetical and never came

at Deloitte, was appointed to the role.

to fruition.”
But caution prevailed and strict limits were put
on the business at first.
It would only operate in London. It would recruit

In the interim, Peerpoint turned a significant

A focus on quality

corner when it placed consultants with clients for

The make-up of the Peerpoint panel has changed

the first time, with two lawyers taking up temporary

too, with A&O alumni now comprising just 40% of

roles at big international investment banks.

the consultants on its books globally. While 60% of
the panel are women, consulting is clearly proving

exclusively A&O alumni and would focus solely

Carolyn Aldous, then working in Singapore as the

on work within A&O itself, rather than on site with

Asia Pacific client relationship manager, moved to

clients. “Looking back, it was a pretty severe

London to help further build relations with clients. It

As the concept has grown, there has been

hobbling of what we could achieve – a cautious

was meant to be a three-month secondment, but she

a consistent focus on the needs of the consultants,

testing of the water,” he says.

almost as popular an option for men.

ended up staying for three years before returning to

rather than building the business primarily around

The key challenge in the early days was to match

Asia as managing director of Peerpoint in the region.

the needs of clients.

supply and demand, with Peerpoint determined only

“That was a big transformation point for us,” says

“We’ve developed Peerpoint around offering

to hire lawyers if there was a reasonable chance of

Ben. “Work for A&O was patchy, always dependent

really interesting and positive development

placing them on high-quality assignments.

on how the firm was doing and often involved very

opportunities for lawyers. We now spend a lot of

intense periods of work over a short period. It was

time talking about the merits of consulting because

less reliable for consultants.

we have a lot of people coming to us looking for

“When you boil it down, it’s a pretty simple
dynamic,” says Ben. “This is a business that runs

a different kind of career,” says Ben.

much better at scale because supply and demand

“By contrast, we knew there was huge demand

coincide more often as you expand – which means

from clients for interim help and that demand was

“They are coming to us because they have a

actually having good work for real people.”

more consistent. Suddenly we had reliable demand

clear view of what they want to achieve and what

and that opened up opportunities for lawyers,

they want to do. We can help with the thought

particularly those who wanted the benefits of

process, but increasingly they are very career-

To grow, the team needed new skills. In early 2014,

consulting, but actually wanted to work on a pretty

minded, very organised, very considered – people

it was decided that Peerpoint needed a CEO with

full-time basis, at least for the parts of the year they

who can manage their own work flow, their own

front-line business experience and a track record

chose to work. Going after client roles was a big

network of contacts and their own brand.”

in client-facing roles.

moment for us.”

Turning point

Carolyn Aldous agrees. “Although not the
right choice for everybody, consulting with the
right platform can actually boost your career in

Sandie Chia
Peerpoint Consultant,
Hong Kong

Since I’m an A&O alumna, Peerpoint was

ways often not possible within a more traditional

a natural fit. Everything A&O sets out to do

employment setting,” she argues.

is always to the highest standard, so I was

“Far too often, talented lawyers are leaving the

confident in my decision to join the panel.

profession because it can’t offer what they want

I signed up as a consultant in December 2016

or need. It’s harder these days to make partner,

and began my first assignment with A&O’s

and it can be just as hard to progress in-house.

Financial Services Regulatory practice team in

The people we meet are frustrated by slow career

the Hong Kong office in January 2017.

progression and they come to Peerpoint because

My experience with Peerpoint has been top-

they want access to quality projects, but also

notch. They truly listened to what both the client

the support through A&O’s training programmes

and I were looking for from the arrangement,

and resources. For those who want a change

and tailor-made a package that ticked all the

from a more conventional career path, it really is

boxes in a supportive, open and innovative

a win‑win!”

I’m a Financial Services regulatory lawyer and

way. In addition to great projects and access

That fact is borne out in the stats. Many people

had worked in private practice within Magic

to top clients, consulting through Peerpoint has

wrongly believe Peerpoint is aimed mostly at senior

Circle law firms for several years before moving

freed up time in my schedule to manage my

or partner level lawyers, and there are many lawyers

into consultancy. I loved my work but there came

property business and has made it possible for

on the panel at this level. But a good proportion has

a point at which the demands that a permanent,

me to spend quality time with my young family

less experience, and Peerpoint is keen to attract more

full-time role made on my time no longer suited

throughout their formative years.

mid-level lawyers at earlier stages of their careers.

me. I took a brief sabbatical but missed the

For most attracted to a career in consultancy,

challenges that came with working in law.

whatever level of experience, the motivation
is similar: the freedom to choose a role or an
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organisation to work with and the chance to take

an appealing alternative proposition for top-tier

“We’re nowhere near topping out,” says Ben, “and

on front line, high-end legal projects rather than, for

lawyers who question whether traditional paths to

the reality is we have plenty of headroom to grow,

example, getting drawn into line management roles

progression in our industry are for them.”

even before we start looking at new markets.”

as might happen if they stayed in permanent roles.

The team is convinced there is scope for much

Because Peerpoint cannot absolutely guarantee

greater growth in selected markets, thanks to

work, it does not insist on an exclusive relationship

changing client needs, developments in technology

with its lawyers. Some, keen to ensure a consistent

and demographic and other pressures leading an

stream of work, may choose to sign up to a variety

increasing number of lawyers to question how their

of platforms.

careers develop.

“Rather than seeking exclusivity, we try to make

There are opportunities to grow in continental

ourselves the most attractive group to work for,”

Europe, particularly post-Brexit, and the Middle

says Ben. “That not only means finding high quality

East shows some signs of promise too. But the

projects for consultants to work on but providing

U.S. – a huge and currently under-served market

great support, training and advice during and

– presents an even greater opportunity, and one

between assignments, and opportunities to

that could easily be as big a prize for Peerpoint

network extensively with peers so that they can

as the UK.

share ideas and experiences.”
That’s important, he stresses. Consulting can
sometimes be a lonely experience, particularly after
life in a big global firm or a busy corporate setting.

Biographies
Ben Williams

Challenges of growth

Ben Williams joined Allen & Overy in 1998

Peerpoint’s rapid growth has been achieved entirely

as the most junior member of HR with a

organically, but it could have been different. In 2013,

focus on technology. From 2010, he worked

Ben and A&O did look hard at acquiring an existing

in, and then led, A&O’s Business Improvement

consulting business that would have added more

Unit and, among other things, played a key

than 100 lawyers to the panel, considerable market

role in establishing the Legal Services Centre

know-how and revenues from day one.

in Belfast. In 2013, he set up and launched

But the idea was quickly dismissed. “We just
thought we could do better growing the business

Peerpoint, becoming COO, and later
UK managing director.

ourselves,” says Ben. “The focus for us is on the
quality and calibre of the lawyers we take on and
we have a rigorous recruitment process to make

Carolyn Aldous

sure we maintain those standards. That’s always

Carolyn Aldous leads the Peerpoint

been more important to us than scale and income.”

team in Asia. She transferred to A&O’s

So has it been challenging growing the business
and taking the Peerpoint model to new markets?
Carolyn again: “Every market has its own unique

London office in 2014 to join the Peerpoint
management team on secondment from
Singapore where she was the Asia-Pacific

characteristics in terms of employment culture and

client relationship manager. She became

regulation, but the Peerpoint model translates well in

head of clients and worked in London for three

each location and the drivers for lawyers and clients

years before moving back to Asia last year.

remain largely the same. Our clear mission is to be
the leading global platform for self-directed lawyers.”
The legal consulting sector may become increasingly
competitive in future, but for now there is still work to
do to establish it as a credible proposition.
As Amy Sullivan, Peerpoint’s global marketing
manager, puts it: “The market is still relatively

Amy Sullivan
Amy Sullivan joined Peerpoint as global
marketing manager in 2018. She has worked
in marketing for 10 years at top tier firms
including Slaughter and May and Clyde & Co.

young, so our campaigns are about demystifying
some of the misconceptions about consulting
as well as positioning a career with Peerpoint as
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LEADING THE CHARGE IN FINTECH

Advantage A&O:
scoring through
The Markets Innovation Group, the newest part of A&O’s
Advanced delivery suite, is helping the firm maintain its
place at the cutting edge of legal and financial technology.

t’s an exciting time to be a lawyer, says London
Derivatives partner David Wakeling, and there

Hedging bets on the Brexit deal

can be few in a better position to know.

BrexitMatrix™ has addressed the practical side
of operational continuity among large financial
institutions regardless of the outcome of
negotiations between UK and EU politicians.
Basically, said David, A&O created a system to
help clients reorganise their business in preparation
for their worst-case scenario, the so-called hard
Brexit which would cut into London’s ability to
function as a global financial centre. Nobody else
has done this.
A&O’s approach was to clone parts of a client’s
London business elsewhere – “nothing too drastic
or permanent” – so it could carry on whatever the
deal eventually struck.
“BrexitMatrix has allowed clients to hedge
their bets as long as possible,” he said. “If there’s
a good deal between the UK and the EU, then it
will have been a good insurance policy. If no deal,
then this will have allowed them to continue dealing
with their customers.
“This isn’t some vague vision of the future –
it’s happening now. Our team is doing a brilliant
job delivering BrexitMatrix to some of our
largest clients.”

As the head of the Markets Innovation
Group (MIG), the newest part of A&O’s
innovative Advanced delivery suite, David is leading the firm’s
ground-breaking use of technology and resourcing in ways that
are changing how lawyers work.
MIG was launched in September 2018 with a mandate
to develop legal solutions for clients using new technology
and resourcing models, and to develop expertise in financial
technology (fintech).
It started life with a group of London partners – David, Guy
Antrobus, Paul Cluley, Emma Dwyer and Tom Roberts – and a
team of associates. It will also draw on the expertise of derivatives
specialists Deborah North and David Lucking in New York, and
Ross Stewart in Hong Kong. London Debt Capital Markets
partner Phil Smith and his team will also work closely with the
new group, as will Banking partner David Campbell and his team.
Two senior associates from the Derivatives and Structured
Finance department in London, Francesca Bennetts and
Christine Long, were appointed as executive directors in a
distinctive shift for the role: here it is intended for senior lawyers
wishing to focus on the entrepreneurial and creative possibilities
in legal technology, combined with strong client relationships.
MIG has been given the scope to originate ideas, incubate
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them, form any joint ventures (JVs) that may be

advanced ‘legaltech’ for a whole industry, in this

All this adds up to a new, parallel career path. “The

required and establish the architecture to get these

case the derivatives market. Its success prompted

world is going to need these things in the next few

client-focussed solutions off the ground using the

questions about how to make this kind of solution

years. This is the direction our industry is travelling.

expertise of the rest of the firm.

more scalable and relevant to the wider firm.

“We know that when we scale up our

The new group finds itself in the enviable position

MIG’s strength and appeal to clients will be its

capabilities, in terms of developing actual client

of addressing a real need in the market while giving

ability to handle difficult but relatively short projects.

solutions which target a business need that

A&O an opportunity to gain further competitive

“We’re able to syndicate the costs of developing

law firms have not previously served, the results

advantage through innovation.

technology systems across many clients and thus

can be dramatic. The firm can capture strategic

In a sense, MIG formalises an approach that has

reduce the cost for each client,” said David. “Each

advisory roles, our market profile can be enhanced

been used by other parts of the Advanced delivery

project needs the same sort of people: good

and the returns from the resulting revenue growth

suite, working in conjunction with technology

lawyers who ‘re-equip’ for the latest big event, in

can be significant.

providers and other professional organisations to

the process acquiring skills beyond law such as

“This new group is aiming to drive that agenda

create new offerings. MarginMatrix, the JV between

project management, client outreach and how to

forward and help us achieve our ambition of

A&O and Deloitte, is the best-known example,

build legal technology systems.”

becoming the pre-eminent firm in this space.”

but other products are at different stages of their

Perhaps the most daunting aspect of MIG is

development: some have already been purchased

the risk of failure. Most other industries accept

by clients and are in the implementation phase.

that investing in R&D is part of the cost of doing

“It’s very difficult to get these projects away

business and comes with no guarantee of success.

unless people feel it’s what they’re supposed to

“We need to get comfortable with R&D,” said David.

be doing,” said David. With the traditional business

It’s ‘newish’ for the legal industry, but “A&O is good

model in the legal sector focused on chargeable

at this.”

David Wakeling
Partner;
A&O: 2001-present

time, “it doesn’t allow much scope for a three-year
project that may not have a client for two years.
“We’re building a solution for clients, in effect,
in a black box.”
The purpose of MIG, he said, is to create form
around this concept. “It made sense to make
this kind of ‘industrial incubation’ more clearly
mandated by the partnership rather than operating
ad hoc based on informal relationships.”
Having a coherent group will allow IT-centric
solutions to spread across traditional practice
groups such as Capital Markets and Banking.
“It will mean we can make the development of
technological platforms and client solutions more
generally part of the fabric of how we operate, like
the alternate resource models.”
MIG launched in September 2018 with two
new and unique products: BrexitMatrix – which
won A&O a ‘Standout’ rating in the new products
and services categories at the 2018 FT Innovative
Lawyers Awards – and MarginXchange™ (see
sidebars). Client feedback suggests A&O has “no
real competition” in that space, said David, adding:
“We have a history of doing this kind of innovation.”
MarginMatrix is a particular A&O success story.
Launched in 2016, it was a major step into using

Breakthrough in handling data
MarginXchange is the result of a huge
collaborative project between A&O,
business information provider IHS Markit
and SmartDX to create an online platform
for the derivatives market that supports
institutions as they ‘repaper’ to comply
with the phased introduction of Initial
Margin (IM) regulations.
It’s a platform that achieves the
long-held goal of treating derivative
documents as data by using a document
format so that people as well as machines
can read them.
The scale of the development has been
“unprecedented”, said David. “We’ve had
more than 70 lawyers working on it for the
last 18 months. It’s absolutely enormous.”
What the team has built, he said,
is relevant to every financial centre in
the world. After its launch in April 2018
as a fully functioning product, it went
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into ‘sandbox’ trial phase with clients,
including many of the larger global
institutions. Contracts were expected to
be formalised by year-end.
“This is not the traditional hunting
ground for lawyers,” said David. “There’s
an element of creativity involved. We have
to deliver something for clients. We know
what the end-game is – something that
doesn’t exist – but there’s no precedent for
how this does the job for most of them.”
The result, however, holds great
promise. David said the JV partners
anticipate something in the range of
10,000 new relationships across the
industry and around the world as more
enterprises – large asset managers,
private equity funds, banks: anyone
who is big enough to be covered in the
uncleared margin rules for derivatives –
come into scope.
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PROFILE: BEATRICE VOS

Successful
balancing act
Alumna Beatrice Vos has been keeping busy in her role with the international
animal health business Elanco, but then, in her case, that’s nothing new.

B

eatrice Vos was concerned the

Elanco Animal Health, which was spun off from Lilly

to the NYS Bar. It was also at Freshfields that she

first time her BlackBerry remained

and went public on the New York Stock Exchange

met her Dutch husband, Sebastian Vos, with whom

silent all weekend. She’d just joined

(NYSE) in September 2018.

she moved to Amsterdam in 2005.

the pharma company Eli Lilly and

In her career to date, she has worked in her

In Amsterdam, Beatrice joined A&O, partly for

Company and wondered if her

native Germany, the Netherlands and Belgium,

personal reasons but also because she recognised

device was faulty.

as well as in the United States, and travelled

that A&O had the leading corporate practice in the

Back in the office on the Monday, she reported

extensively. She has operated in different cultures

Netherlands. It was an intense but highly satisfying

her concerns to the company’s IT department. The

and different areas of law, in private practice and in-

period of her career, as she worked on numerous

response: her BlackBerry was working as it should.

house, as a single person and as a working mother.

public takeovers and other high-profile mergers

She then raised the issue with her supervisor,

All of this has led to her becoming a passionate

and acquisitions, mostly under the leadership of

who told her she hadn’t received any emails

advocate of the benefits of working flexibly.

because none had been sent. “We like our people

“I strongly believe that if you give not just working

Working in the Netherlands also highlighted the

to enjoy their weekends and switch off from work,”

parents but anyone the scope to work flexibly,

differences between German and Dutch office

she was told.

trusting them to get the work done whenever and

culture. “In Germany, we were all rather formal,

wherever they wish to, you create loyal, dedicated

calling each other by honorifics such as ‘Herr

and committed employees,” Beatrice says.

Doktor’ or even ‘Herr Professor’. In Amsterdam, it

“That was a real change for me,” Beatrice says.
“After the birth of our first child, it was important to

the partner Jan Louis Burggraaf.

me to balance home and work life, and Lilly always

After studying law in Cologne and qualifying as

gave me opportunities to grow professionally and

a lawyer, she first worked for an M&A boutique

at the same time be there for the children. We now

before joining Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer in

“This was a culture shock to me and it took

have three.”

2002. There she switched from competition law

weeks until I felt comfortable addressing my boss

was all much more informal, calling each other by
our first names.

A corporate associate in Allen & Overy’s

to corporate, following her studies at New York

by his first name. But after a while, the informal

Amsterdam and Brussels offices between 2005 and

University School of Law where she earned a

Dutch approach was much more to my liking, and

2009, Beatrice is now head of legal international for

master’s degree in corporate law and was admitted

it certainly did not mean we worked any less hard.
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I remember we completed five public takeovers in
two years.”
One of the most important things Beatrice says
she learned during her time with A&O Amsterdam
was demonstrating appreciation and gratitude
to those you work with. “Jan Louis was always
extremely demanding, but also highly appreciative,”
she continues. “Following every bigger success –
be it defending a client in a minority shareholders’
suit, signing a merger agreement, or closing a deal
– he would stop at a patisserie on the way back to
the office to buy cake and celebrate with the team.
He was a true leader by inclusion and motivation,
and I’m doing my best to follow his example now
that I’m leading a larger team myself.”
With her husband, Beatrice transferred to
Brussels in 2007, where again she had a shift of
practice focus, working predominantly on private
equity deals.
In 2009, Beatrice had her first child, but being
a stay-at-home mother was never an option
for her. She was also clear that she intended to
continue working full-time. It just so happened that
an ideal opportunity presented itself: Eli Lilly was

legal and strategic counsel to Elanco’s business

looking for another member of its in-house team,

development group in transactions with third

based in Brussels. She’d always had an interest in

parties. These deals contributed significantly to

pharma, and had briefly studied medicine before

the company’s growth through M&A transactions,

switching to law (“I had to opt out because I’m a

licensing deals, research collaborations and co-

hypochondriac,” she jokes).

promotion agreements, among others.

“Demonstrating appreciation and
sharing credit for success goes a
long way in creating a motivated
and top-performing workforce.”

She joined Lilly in September 2009, initially

In 2018, Beatrice has been focused on the spin-

with the general legal in-house section focusing

off and listing of Elanco on the New York Stock

She admits that it took a bit of time for her to adapt

on Europe. Here, again, she broadened her legal

Exchange. Eli Lilly continued to hold about 80 per

to the culture at Eli Lilly. She learned to temper her

knowledge, advising on anything from contracts

cent of the Elanco shares for a transitional period, but

directness – “I would tend to get down to business

and ethical compliance to non-litigious dispute

the aim was to enable Elanco to develop its business

immediately when speaking to people” – with a

resolution. She also counselled on strategic matters

independently. The IPO raised USD3.8bn for Lilly.

more personable approach: asking people how

and delivered legal training to the company’s

Beatrice has taken on the role as head of legal for

they were, how their weekend was or what their

management.

Elanco’s international business which contributes

children were up to, before asking them about

approximately half of their global revenue.

work. “That was a lesson for me, and helped me to

In 2012, Beatrice took on responsibility as
the general counsel, EMEA, and then in 2013 as

develop better relationships with my colleagues,”

general counsel, international, for Eli Lilly’s animal

Private practice vs in-house

health business, Elanco.

Eight years in private practice and nine years in-

personal connection with my colleagues, and

In 2015, following Elanco’s USD5.4bn acquisition

house give Beatrice the perspective to draw a

consider many of the members of my team friends.”

of the animal health section of Novartis, she created

comparison between the two. She likes working

As others who have made the switch from private

the global business development and transactions

in-house, emphasising that it combines dedicated,

practice to working in-house have noted, one of

legal team that she led. The focus was to provide

hard-working people with a friendly atmosphere.

the principal benefits of working in-house is the
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she says. “I’ve come to value having a positive
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Beatrice’s CV

++ Head of Legal International, Elanco
September 2018-present
++ Elanco Global Counsel BD & General
Counsel EMEA
March 2018-September 2018
++ Global Counsel BD & Transactions
January 2015-March 2018
++ General Counsel Elanco International
October 2013-December 2014
++ General Counsel Elanco EMEA
October 2012-September 2013
++ Regional In-house Legal Counsel, Eli Lilly
September 2009-September 2012
++ Allen & Overy
June 2005-August 2009
++ Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer
November 2002-May 2005
++ Research and Teaching Assistant,
Institute for Business Law University
of Cologne
January 1999-October 2002
++ Legal Trainee, Rittstieg Law Firm
(Freshfields spin-off), Hamburg
December 2001-April 2002

scope for becoming immersed in the business.

to use technology in the care of their animals. But

In-house lawyers are increasingly called upon

there are also unknown consequences, both for the

to advise on a growing set of risk scenarios, or

business as a whole and for the way legal advice is

counsel on opportunities to maximise the business

delivered, that have to be recognised.

outcome, and a core part of the job description is

Clearly, Beatrice has plenty to keep her busy

their involvement in strategic commercial decisions.

as she goes to work each day. This is where the

Beatrice has certainly found this to be the case.

beauty of working flexibly comes in. Now, with

“I often feel as much a counsellor as lawyer,

children aged nine, seven and 18 months, she

offering judgment that extends beyond pure legal

is able to work her own hours and in the place

considerations,” she adds. “It’s stimulating, but

that suits her best, which is often in her home

certainly adds to the responsibility.”

office. This not only suits her and her family, but

Elanco’s becoming a public company generated

also Elanco, as her availability far beyond a 9 to 5

a new set of compliance obligations to add to

schedule benefits her clients based in time zones

existing high levels of regulation that impact the

literally around the world.

animal health business. On top of that there was

“Lilly has always encouraged flexible working,”

the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),

Beatrice says. “There are a lot of working mothers,

trade sanctions, the unpredictability of the current

but the company is fully open to them working at

U.S. administration’s approach to trade and an

home, and being able to work in their own time.

increasingly competitive landscape in animal health,

“So, for example, we can do our conference calls

not to mention Brexit, to factor into decision-making

after the kids have gone to bed. In effect, we’re

and the advice Beatrice and her team must deliver

creating virtual collaboration,” she continues. “It’s

to the business as it develops.

not face to face, by definition, but the technology

China, for example, presents a huge opportunity

now is so good it almost feels as if it were. As far

for Elanco. Members of China’s growing middle

as I’m concerned, there are no downsides, only

class are keeping more pets. Elanco is a supplier

upsides, both for the individual and the company.”

of, among others, disease prevention drugs such

In fact, Beatrice goes so far as to say that the

as parasiticides and vaccinations for household

ability to combine a rewarding career with being

pets. However, Chinese regulations on the face

a mother of three children, able to prioritise them

of it require any supplier to manufacture vaccines

whenever needed, is her biggest achievement.

locally, rather than importing them. That has a

“I think (hope) this will be standard for parents in the

considerable effect on the supply strategy of animal

long-term future,” she says. “I am pleased to see

health companies wanting to sell their products

the steps A&O is taking to support flexible working

in China. Also, raising healthy animals limits

and hope other law firms follow suit. My personal

potential for disease spread, supports livelihoods,

experience shows that combining a career with

and provides nutrient-rich meat, milk and eggs

parenthood is doable without sacrifice – in fact, it’s

to nourish and support human health. Elanco’s

a benefit for the employer.”

antibacterials, anticoccidials, vaccines and other
products improve animal health and make food
safer by preventing and controlling disease.
Or take another example of the changing
environment for lawyers – the impact of the digital

	Reconnect with Beatrice Vos

revolution. There are plenty of opportunities, such as

via the Alumni Network at

using artificial intelligence (AI), to generate contracts

allenovery.com/alumni.

or, in Elanco’s case, assisting farming customers
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“I strongly believe that if you give
people the scope to work flexibly
you create loyal, dedicated and
committed employees.”
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A&O GLOBAL CHARITY

Making a
difference
War and poverty leave too many children
vulnerable. Our global charity work aims
to give them hope.
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A new chance at childhood
A&O’s record-breaking charity partnership with War Child
has drawn to a close, but the issue of displaced children
remains the focus of our global charity work.

I

young children – no education or safe places to play. The War
Child team told us that when the children found out they were
starting their classes, they were so excited they couldn’t sleep
the night before!”
But, Kate says, the visits to the camp were also a humbling
experience. “I was so struck by the honesty of parents who
admitted they needed advice and support because the effects
of the war were impacting their ability to be good mothers and
fathers. Even while coping with their own traumas, they were so

n the middle of the dusty Jordanian desert, a clown with

optimistic about what the education and support could do for

bright orange hair is making children laugh.

their children, as well as themselves.”

The children are young refugees from Syria, living in the

Psycho-social support is crucial for adults as well as children,

Emirati Jordanian refugee camp. They’re in a classroom

Kate explains, as most arrive in refugee camps expecting to be

taking part in a pre-school lesson with an early childhood

there for weeks, maybe months, but end up staying years.

care and development teacher, learning about letters, numbers
and shapes through play.
The classroom is part of a new education facility

“It’s such a waste for these skilled adults and young people
living in the camp with no opportunities to learn or work,” says
Kate. “It’s very hard for parents to just keep going, knowing

built by War Child, a charity dedicated to supporting
children and young people affected by war.
War Child has been A&O’s global charity partner
for two years. The partnership, which ended in
September 2018, raised a record GBP1.5 million
across 41 A&O offices. The first GBP500,000 of this
funded War Child’s Rescue Childhood programme
and construction of the new education facility.
Rescue Childhood provides the Syrian children,
who are between four and six years old, with
vital early-years education and psycho-social
support, using storytelling and creative activities
to overcome trauma. It also supports parents and
carers with a positive parenting programme. Since
it opened in September 2017, nearly 1,200 children
and parents have been through the programme.
Another 300 children and 280 parents started the
programme in August 2018.

War doesn’t discriminate
Kate Cavelle, A&O’s head of pro bono and
community investment, has visited War Child in
Jordan twice.
“For me, the highlight of our War Child
partnership was seeing the impact of the work
we’re funding – watching the children playing and
laughing at the clown with the bright orange wig
in our education space,” Kate says. “The Emirati
camp is relatively new and had no resources for
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21 offices
Over 100 fundraising events

Kate Cavelle
Head of Pro Bono and Community
Investment; A&O: 2014-present

they’ve lost so much and can’t provide for their families anymore.
War doesn’t discriminate; everyone suffers. It isn’t fair.”
The number of forcibly displaced people around the world
– now estimated at 68.5 million by UNHCR, the UN Refugee
Agency – is still rising. People are being displaced for longer and
have less chance of returning home. For this reason, Kate says,
A&O decided to continue the focus on displaced people through
our new global charity partnership (read more on page 50) as well
as through A&O’s wider pro bono and community investment
programme. “There is still a pressing need to provide an
emergency response as well as longer-term support,” Kate says.
“So many causes of displacement – whether conflicts or other
issues – don’t receive much attention in the media but people
are desperate for help.”

After the TV cameras have gone home
Providing a lasting response for young people affected by conflict
is a key element of War Child’s work around the world. The
GBP1.5 million raised through the A&O charity partnership was
nearly three times the target, giving War Child additional money
to use as unrestricted funding. This is a vital source of income

++ Trek Jordan in 2018 and 2017: 42 people from 15 offices
completed the 70km trek across Jordan’s most beautiful
nature reserve, ending in the ancient city of Petra, and met
War Child’s team in Jordan
++ Performance of the Cole Porter musical Anything Goes:
performed at London’s famous Hackney Empire theatre –
organised, staged and performed by 140 A&O staff and alumni
++ Five-a-side football tournament: 20 A&O teams from
across Europe competed in Amsterdam
++ Refugee Run in Hong Kong: a simulation putting 70 people
from A&O and our clients in the shoes of a refugee. Also in
Hong Kong, a silent auction to see A&O partners running
a tea trolley service in fancy dress and staffing the office’s
reception area
++ Uganda Feast: cooked and enjoyed by A&O teams in Warsaw
++ Sydney Harbour Splash: a team of eight completed the
famous one-kilometre open water swim in Sydney Harbour
++ A week of War Child in the U.S.: cake sales, an office yard
sale and silent auctions at office summer parties
++ Welsh Three Peaks Challenge: an A&O team climbed three
mountains in Wales and cycled between them – 26km of
walking and 230km of cycling, all in 24 hours

for the charity, giving it funds it can direct quickly to where they
are needed most.
It also enables War Child to help communities rebuild in the
aftermath of conflict – “After the TV cameras have gone home”,

War Child’s initial work during the conflict has grown into a project

as War Child chief executive Rob Williams puts it.

called KATI – which means ‘now’, ‘start-up’ and ‘the centre’ in

One example of this is in northern Uganda where, after 21

the Luganda, Kiswahili and Luo languages spoken in the region.

years of conflict, a generation of young people has missed out

In April 2018, a team from A&O visited the project. “The KATI

on an education and 80% of them have no formal employment.

project is a social enterprise,” explains associate Puja Patel, part

On top of this, Uganda supports 1.4 million refugees, mostly from

of the A&O team. “It works with young entrepreneurs to offer

South Sudan and the Democratic Republic of Congo.

micro loans that they could not otherwise secure, and provides
training and mentoring to help young people grow and develop
their businesses.
“I got to know War Child by fundraising for the partnership
in New York. I was so impressed when I met the War Child and
KATI teams in Uganda, particularly Julius Kitara, KATI’s CEO.
He’s such a great leader and is so closely involved – he knows
the details of every young entrepreneur’s story.
“Visiting the project had a real impact on me. I’ll never forget
the work we did, the different businesses we learned about and
the Ugandan culture.”
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Global response to a global crisis

Overall, 41 offices played a part in the War Child

The War Child partnership broke all previous

partnership. “We’ve had such a strong response

fundraising records for A&O. The ‘First Hour, First

from across our international network,” says

Day’ global fundraising campaigns in 2017 and

Richard Grove, A&O’s director of marketing, who

2018 raised nearly GBP940,000, with well over

visited the Emirati camp in November 2017. War

1,000 people contributing each year. Twice during

Child’s work has resonated, he believes, because

the partnership, international teams trekked 70km

the refugee crisis is global.

across the Dana Nature Reserve in Jordan to the

“We all see so much in the news and want to help

ancient city of Petra, raising more than GBP140,000.

in some way,” Richard says. “War Child has shown

We also provided War Child with pro bono and

us the people behind the news stories – teachers,

volunteering support throughout the partnership.

doctors, business owners – who’ve been forced

On the legal side, this ranged from advice on

to leave everything behind because of the conflict.

commercial, IP and employment matters; and, on

“But the partnership has also shown us the

the non-legal side, translation support, graphic

impact we can have. Our support is helping give

design and presentation skills training.

back to Syrian families a part of their life they

The largest pro bono project has been a review of
War Child’s safeguarding policies and procedures

Richard Grove
Director of Marketing, Business
Development and Communications;
A&O: 2007-present

would otherwise completely miss – parent-child
relationships, playtime, education and more.”

in the wake of serious complaints made against
other charities at the start of 2018. While War Child
was not associated with any of those complaints,
A&O teams helped review its relevant policies and
governance framework to ensure its practices in
areas including recruitment, training and security
meet the highest standards.

“The highlight of our War Child partnership
was seeing the impact of the work we’re
funding – watching the children playing
and laughing at the clown with the bright
orange wig in our education space.”
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Puja Patel
Associate;
A&O: 2015-present

Celebrating achievements
Back at A&O’s Rescue Childhood centre in Emirati
camp, a group of 275 children are getting ready
for graduation day, when parents and the camp
community come together to celebrate their
achievements throughout the programme.
War Child’s Hussein Al-Amoudi is visiting the
classrooms. “The centre is busy, like a beehive,”
he says. “You can hear music from the classrooms
as the children rehearse their performances for
graduation day.”
War Child’s psycho-social support facilitators
are also working with children in their ‘Little
Fellows’ classroom, where creative activities help
the children discuss daily life and find ways of
overcoming their trauma. The children in this group
have prepared a play, song and exhibition of their
artwork for graduation day.
War Child’s early-years curriculum is helping to
prepare these children for continued education,
while also providing a safe space to play and

A boy plays with a tyre in Jordan

socialise. As one parent observed: “Our son has
hearing difficulties and used to be by himself a
lot. He was laughed at by other kids because he
couldn’t express himself, but since starting at the
centre, he has really blossomed – he’s much more

“So many causes of displacement – whether
conflicts or other issues – don’t receive
much attention in the media but people
are desperate for help.”

confident and sociable and he’s made new friends.
Already he can recognise letters of the alphabet
and knows how to count. For all children, this is a
great preparation, but it’s been especially valuable
for our son.”
Looking back at the partnership, Kate says
War Child has been an impressive organisation
to work with. “The quality of their people, the
knowledge, compassion and commitment they
have are outstanding,” she continues. “They don’t
walk away until the job is done, so we feel hopeful
that the children and parents in Emirati camp –
and children affected by conflict elsewhere in the
world – can look at their future with a greater sense
of optimism.”
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A&O’s
partnership
with War Child
in numbers
GBP1,501,000
GBP175,000
GBP8,000
GBP1,684,000 A&O’s fundraising
Fundraising

Pro bono (legal and non-legal)

Printing, meeting rooms, training

TOTAL

Beginning of the partnership:

November 2017
Initial goal, to help

2,160
Syrian children and their parents living in Emirati camp in Jordan.

3,495
children and adults will have benefited from Rescue Childhood
by the time the partnership finishes in July 2019.
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New charity partner
brings hope to children
Hope and Homes for Children is A&O’s global
charity partner for 2018-20. The charity, which
specialises in the deinstitutionalisation of children,
was the clear winner in a poll of more than 2,500
A&O people.

O

ur goal in the two-year partnership, which
kicked off on 1 November 2018, is to raise
GBP1 million and provide the charity with
significant pro bono support to strengthen its
work around the world.

The first GBP500,000 raised will be spent helping about 7,500

children in Nepal and India – children trafficked into orphanages
where they can be exploited for profit.
These children come from vulnerable families suffering extreme
poverty or displaced by humanitarian crises, who are actively
targeted by networks of human traffickers and coerced into giving
up their children. Once inside an institution, children are at risk
of being forced into modern slavery and further trafficked for
physical or sexual exploitation.

A family are runited
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Of Nepal’s 567 orphanages, 72% are located in tourist destinations
to attract financial donations from international visitors.
“Institutionalising children in orphanages does so much harm,”
says Kate Cavelle. “But it’s an issue, and a consequence of
displacement and poverty, that many people are unaware of.
“The vast majority of children in these institutions don’t need to
be there, so we want to raise both money and awareness – within

“This partnership will help us tackle
a hidden global crisis and enable us
to rescue children from Nepalese and
Indian orphanages and reunite them
with their families.”

A&O and more broadly – to help Hope and Homes for Children
put a stop to this practice.”
A&O has also joined forces with other private sector
organisations and the UK Department for International

achieve this, we will create a legacy that positively impacts

Development (DfID) to collectively work towards a move away

millions of children. We are over the moon to be chosen as A&O’s

from supporting young people in institutional care.

next global charity partner.”

“Instead,” says Kate, “we want to focus on projects and

Once the first GBP500,000 target has been met, additional

charities that deliver work in line with international standards of

funds raised by A&O will support Hope and Homes’ mission to

child wellbeing, care and development.”

close institutions elsewhere in the world and move children into

Mark Waddington, CEO of Hope and Homes for Children,

loving, stable families.

agrees. “More than 80% of the eight million children housed in

Hope and Homes for Children is also collaborating with

orphanages around the world have living parents or relatives,”

governments to tackle the root causes of family breakdown,

he says. “This partnership will help us tackle a hidden global

ultimately working towards a day where orphanages have

crisis and enable us to rescue children from Nepalese and Indian

been eradicated.

orphanages and reunite them with their families.”
	A&O’s partnership with Hope and Homes for Children

A landmark legal model

launched on 1 November. If you’d like to get involved or

“We also want to use the incredible skills and expertise of A&O’s

find out more, please contact Daisy Wakefield, A&O’s

global teams to develop a landmark legal model to reform

Global Charities and Communications Officer at

safeguarding of children internationally,” says Mark. “If we can

daisy.wakefield@allenovery.com.
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In memoriam
The Alumni Network remembers A&O colleagues
and friends who passed away in the last 12 months.

John Monk
A&O: 1955-1986

Richard Kim
A&O: 2001-2018

completing his Articles with Dixon Martell and

C

Batcheldor in Bedford. He worked in the Company

before becoming a partner in 2008. He led our

Law department and became a partner in 1969.

China team as Managing Partner from 2014.

J

ohn Monk, a former partner in London
who served A&O for 31 years, died in
December 2017. He was 88.
John joined A&O in 1955 after

hina partner Richard Kim died
in January 2018.
Richard

joined

A&O

as

an

associate in the Corporate team in

London in 2001 and moved to Shanghai in 2006

Donations in memory of John may be made

Since being diagnosed with pancreatic cancer

to Llanwrtyd & District Heritage and Arts Centre, a

in Spring 2016, Richard kept family and friends

charity working to preserve the history of an area

updated via an inspirational blog. Fellow China

he loved. +

partner Victor Ho says the China team “remembers
Richard with much love and affection”. Senior
partner Wim Dejonghe says he was “a great man,
a highly respected and popular partner who lived
life to the full”.
Richard is survived by his wife, Joomi, and
two children. +
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Frankie Van Eupen
A&O: 2003-2018

A

Gary McLean
A&O: 1986-2016

2003 before qualifying into Litigation in 2005 and

A

moving to Hong Kong in 2007. Frankie became a

trainee in 1986, qualifying into the Corporate

partner in our Arbitration team in 2013.

department. After spending time in Hong Kong,

rbitration partner Frankie Van Eupen
died in April 2018 after a brave fight
with cancer.
She joined A&O as a trainee in

&O alumnus and former Corporate/
M&A partner Gary McLean died in
June 2018 after a courageous battle
with cancer.

He began his 30-year career with A&O as a

Global Arbitration co-head Matthew Gearing QC

Gary became a partner in London in 1996. He

said: “Frankie was a close friend and she fought

returned to Hong Kong in 2010 as head of the

valiantly until the end which was very much in her

Corporate practice, and remained in that post until

nature both personally and professionally. Her

his retirement in 2016.

capabilities were immense but it was her passion

Colleagues remember him for his energy,

for people and strong sense of doing what was right

commitment, determination and great sense of

that set her apart. Countless individuals in the firm

humour. Richard Cranfield, chairman of the firm’s

benefitted from her mentoring and support.”

Corporate practice, says: “Gary was a highly

She is survived by her husband, Tim, and
two children. +

respected and valued colleague and friend.
He demonstrated in spades the energy and
commitment to drive the Corporate practice forward
globally. Gary was always determined and would
not give up on any project. Beyond his practice,
he stood out for his contribution to all aspects of
A&O life, including community investment. He was
a perfectionist in all that he did – but will also be

	Read the personal tributes from
A&O and alumni colleagues at
allenovery.com/alumni.

remembered for his great sense of humour.”
He is survived by his wife, Louise, and
three children. +
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Seven ways to
stay connected
allenovery.com/alumni

thealumniteam@allenovery.com

+44 20 3088 1841/2479

allenoveryalumni

allenoveryalumninetwork

Allen-Overy-Alumni-Network

@AOAlumni
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